We know... 27% of all Georgia's children are living in poverty. That is 650,910 children.

However, poverty is **not evenly distributed**

**Atlanta neighborhoods with concentrated poverty are marginalized.**
Although families live within walking distance to neighborhoods with 10% poverty or less... there is little interaction between them.

There is a **strong divide between areas** with:

- **40% or more families in poverty**
- **10% or less**

**How do we help?**

By building new connections across neighborhoods of varied incomes, we can improve upward mobility.

1: A Step Up
- Support-crisis families are assisted with emergency funds for rent, utilities and other services starting at $250
- Families are connected to a C2C facilitator to work with weekly

2: A Hand Up
- Support-Crisis families are connected to support families from another neighborhood
- Families build bonds of trust and support across varied neighborhoods and income levels

3: A Community Together
- Community celebration after each crisis resolution
  - Move Day
  - Soccer Games
  - Cook-Outs
- Support-Crisis families are assisted with education and training to build a community together